
Spread of São Paulo’s PCC prison gang, 1993-2016. 
Authors’ coding



1993:  PCC born in SP max. sec. prison after Carandiru massacre kills 111 inmates

93-2000:  PCC dominates a rapidly growing prison system

2001:  “Mega-rebellion” in 23 prisons

2002-06:  State crackdown, carceral expansion, RDD. Claims PCC is “dismantled”
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1993:  PCC born in SP max. sec. prison after Carandiru massacre kills 111 inmates

93-2000:  PCC dominates a rapidly growing prison system

2001:  “Mega-rebellion” in 23 prisons

2002-06:  State crackdown, carceral expansion, RDD. Claims PCC is “dismantled”

2006:  Second Mega-rebellion (96 prisons) and citywide  terror attacks paralyze SP 
• State forced to negotiate and make concessions
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1970s: Comando Vermelho (CV) forms in Rio’s prisons through 
cohabitation with imprisoned leftist militants 

Cândido Mendes Prison on Ilha Grande, “The Devil’s Cauldron”, ca. 1985



1980-1985: CV expands to take over favela-based drug markets, quickly wipes out 
or incorporates incumbent drug gangs 

1985–Present:  Sustained cartel--state conflict (Lessing 2017), but peaceful prisons!

1990–Present: CV splits into 3, inter-cartel turf war rages



2008-2012: UPP / Pacification reduces violence, seems to weaken CV

2012-2018: UPP erodes, CV resurgent

2017—:  Milícias expanding, partnering with Terceiro Comando against CV

Pacification policy stalls

First militarized 
crackdown

'Pacification' policy rollout
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  Police killings of civilians in "self-defense" (Autos de resistência, later "Deaths resulting from police action")



2022:  CV still controls huge swathes of favela territory, most valuable areas

2010--:  CV establishes “chain store” system throughout Brazil, countering PCC



PCC and CV present in almost every state, local copycat factions  propagate.





Total waves per year, Brazil







“The PGC is open to friendship and alliance, provided that each 
faction respect the other’s space, not baptizing in the other’s state of 
origin and respecting the other’s discipline within [prison]… This is our 
understanding of what a peaceful and harmonic coexistence of 
criminal factions in our beloved Brazil should be. 

The doors [of Santa Catarina state] are open to criminals from other 
states, and we also steal and traffic throughout Brazil, because for us 
Crime" has no borders.

But autonomy and discipline over baptisms do have borders, and this 
border is demarcated by the existence of a local faction that has 
taken the lead in the struggle against oppression… and that 
therefore deserves respect.   

The PGC is known and recognized nationally and even worldwide 
for its struggle, [for the] actions and sacrifices of its members that 
have dominated the national media and spread our cause to 
penitentiaries throughout Brazil.”

Open Letter from the PGC to The Righteous Criminal Element (“correct Crime"”) of Brazil

Norm Entrepreneurship!

Reference to the PGC’s 2012 
wave of bus attacks 























2013: PCC revises its founding statute;

Includes norms and guarantees for new 
members not from São Paulo

“The Command does not have 
territorial limits. All baptized members 
of the PCC, regardless of their city, state, 
or country, everyone must follow our 
rules, hierarchy, and statute.”







PCC internal records: 
weekly personnel 
reports from state-level 
bureucracies in each 
state, compiled by 
Central Management



Key setback for PCC: Most local factions, and especially FDN, ally with the CV 

PJL=Peace Justice and Liberty, 
CV’s Motto



Roraima, PCC vs FDN, January 2017.

Rio Grande do Norte. PCC vs Sindicato RN, January 2017.

Amazonas, FDN vs PCC, 56 dead, January 1, 2017









• Federal prison system 
created in 2006, partly to
house CV boss Beira-Mar.

• States can send their most
dangerous or difficult
prisoners to federal system 
for (infinitely) renewable
terms of 1 year.

• Federalization drove factionalization: CV/FDN aliance formed there; local 
factions founded by returnees from federal w high-level CV/FDN contacts.

• “[The Federal Prison System] sadly nationalizes organized crime. In fact, never in 
the history of the country have prisoners from the most distant quarters been 
united by the State itself.” –Former director of Federal Prison System 

CV and ADA members in federal and Rio state prisons





Field visit to Pirambú favela, controlled by Comando Vermelho,  May 2017 

Visit to CPPL 2 prison, 
after segregation by faction, 
May 2017





“We are pacifying for peace but we won’t flee from the WAR”
CV.RJ (Comandor Vermelho Rio) and FDN (Familia do Norte)

“Peace Liberty Equality!!          Guardians of the State (GDE)
Peace Posse”

• GDE is local faction, allied w 
and supported by PCC. 

• In 2015, PCC, CV and GDE 
announce “União das Gangues” 
through graffiti tags and salves
(comuniqués from prison)



Gang member: “The message came from prison. They said we should go to [our rivals] turf in peace and 
march. None of us could believe it at first: ‘How can we be allies of those who killed us? Who shot at us?’ 
Again, from inside prison came a new message, via WhatsApp audio. The leaders of the PCC, the CV, and 
rival gangs reinforced the message that everything was now pacified, that “we were all now a single thing”.

“Crime March”
(passeata do crime)

Sobral, Ceará, June 2016



Testimonials from Fortaleza field visits, May 2017 (cf. Paiva et al. 2017):

“There were parades here too! …There was a huge party, with a cake! …Residents were 
happy because they could finally walk around their neighborhoods again. And the 
facções banned robbery, so people finally felt safe.”

“The favela residentes were grateful to the facções... The poor who always suffered
with the absence of state power were thankful, they could once again let their
children play in the plazas. They could go out without being robbed. All thanks to
the facções. After that... They began to show themselves... Grafitti... It all became highly
visible.”

“We didn’t realize at first that PCC, CV, GDE were different entities.”
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Homicide Rate, Ceará • Why did truce fail? 

• Breakdown seems to have 
occurred months after national 
PCC-CV truce collapsed. 

• Paiva (2018) reports local groups 
tried to “hold back the tide” as 
long as possible.

• Did policing play a role? 

“The order given by [Ceará] Governor Santana ... is to deny the existence of a pact between the 
GDE faction and the CV and the presence of the PCC in Ceará. Any officer who grants an 
interview to the media will be exemplarily punished.”     --Fernando Ribeiro, local journalist



• Jan-Feb 2019: PCC, CV and GDE team up to launch attacks. Largest wave in state 
history, over 300 attacks in 50+ municipalities over two months.
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• Jan-Feb 2019: PCC, CV and GDE team up to launch attacks. Largest wave in state 
history, over 300 attacks in 50+ municipalities over two months.

• Violent lobbying (Lessing 2017): clear de jure policy demand to maintain segregation



• 2019: Homicide rate goes down as result of inter-gang truce!

• 2020—: Mauro stays, prisons desegregated (!), apparently breaks gangs’ power 
within prison system.  Street reverts to gang warfare.



Duopoly of violence now the norm for tens of millions of Brazilians...



Attack by Comando Vermelho prison gang 
Rio de Janeiro, November 2010
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Inmate number:
Nickname:
Neighborhood:
Last three places incarecerated:
Last three job posts held:
Current job post:
Previous punishment:

Hot line: 

Disciplinarian of the city
Regional 16
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Found in Alcaçuz prison, Rio Grande do Norte

From PCC member’s notebook 
seized by police in Fortaleza, Ceará

http://diariodonordeste.verdesmares.com.br/polopoly_fs/1.1607976!/image/image.jpg


I: Every time a member or affiliate arrives here in our wing… if he has something 
to tell us, if he has a debt with the Comando, he will pass along the 
information. Transparency speaks volumes in a situation like that. If you arrive 
here full of lies, and later we get confirmation that those situations were true that 
you failed to tell us about, that generates a different type of situation. 

BL: You won’t trust the guy as much?

I: Right. […] All of us, whenever there is contact. If I were released today, I’ll find 
the Comando wherever I end up, I will seek out the representative of that city, 
that neighborhood, that disciplinarian, that prison unit, and I’ll pass along my 
record (cadastro). I will have to act with transparency, because a Comando
member is like that, he is transparency, he cannot lie.

--Interview, July 3, 2017.



I: Every time a member or affiliate arrives here in our wing… if he has something 
to tell us, if he has a debt with the Comando, he will pass along the 
information. Transparency speaks volumes in a situation like that. If you arrive 
here full of lies, and later we get confirmation that those situations were true that 
you failed to tell us about, that generates a different type of situation. 

BL: You won’t trust the guy as much?

I: Right. […] All of us, whenever there is contact. If I were released today, I’ll find 
the Comando wherever I end up, I will seek out the representative of that city, 
that neighborhood, that disciplinarian, that prison unit, and I’ll pass along my 
record (cadastro). I will have to act with transparency, because a Comando
member is like that, he is transparency, he cannot lie.

--Interview, July 3, 2017.

What exactly did he mean by “situation”? 



38. Prazo vencido: após a data, se o credor der 
continuidade é conduzido a exclusão e é conduzido ao 
prazo de companheiro, se não houver acordo a 
cobrança fica a critério do credor e é analisado pela 
sintonia.

19. Falta de transparência: fica caracterizado quando 
deixa de passar algo para a sintonia, pode ser 
caracterizado na hora do batismo em cima das 
perguntas da sintonia do livro branco, a falta de 
transparência supre a omissão se for perguntado e ele 
não passar, agrava a situação. Punição: exclusão. 90 dias 
só em caso muito relevantes que a sintonia não ver 
necessidade de punição maior.













Rio: Benfica prison riot, May 2004, in response to 
state effort to desegregate Rio’s gangs. 
CV prisoners kill 30 rival gang members, 1 guard. As a 
result, Rio state permanently segregates prisons. No 
riots or massacres since. 

Faction war on streets / faction peace in prisons!

Fortaleza: 2019 attacks triggered when new Prison
Secretary threatens to desegregate prisons.  

Governor did not acede to demands to fire Secreatry,   
but also did not desegregate prisons (yet).

Prison riots and massacres force authorities to segregate wings and whole units by gang. 



PGC members live in the Convívio...

Field visit, Penitenciária de Florianópolis. July, 2017:

PCC members in the Seguro

SC: Officials deliberately minimizing PCC presence, even if that favors PGC
Rio: Officials got PCC members transferred back to SP, benefitting CV
SP, PN: Co-governance with PCC seems to keep rivals out.  History of segregation opaque. 
Hidden by officials and policy of gang denial at the time. Need to investigate further.



For Theory:

What is state capacity in a context of prison-based criminal order? 
• SP has largest police force, most prisons, high GDP, least homicide

• Yet even if no corruption, is dependent on PCC for co-governance

What specific sorts of state repression expand and order the criminal domain?

By what mechansims?

For Policy:

Hegemonic peace, fragile truce, or war of factions.  Which is preferable?  

• Officials mostly say “None. We will eliminate the factions.”

• Police mostly say “Let them kill each other off.” 

Could conditional repression for imprisoned gang leaders induce peace among 
factions? Is that a desirable outcome?
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